Pebble Beach: The Official Golf History
Synopsis

Pebble Beach is the most storied golf venue in the world, and this book captures its stunning beauty through lavish photographs and accompanied by in-depth background on the legendary history of this golf paradise. It includes fascinating behind-the-scenes stories on many of the top championships as well as a record of winners and near winners of more than 400 of the tournaments played since golf came to the area in 1897. From Willie Smith (1899 U.S. Open Champion) to Tiger Woods, nearly every great champion of the sport’s last century has competed at the courses of Pebble Beach Resorts, and their compelling stories are chronicled throughout.
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Customer Reviews

Their are panoramic books on beautiful places-- this is not one of them. Beautiful place, that I have seen and loved, but this is a great history of golf in Pebble Beach and the wonderful Monterey Peninsula, Great photos from the area’s history, new colorful shots, detailed records and photos of all the great championships played in the area-- Great names from Bing, Babe, Clint, are all included in the story-- but like great places in our lives, somebody sometime had the imagination and fortitude to create what we love today, read their story-- Great book. Thank you

Wow! What a rich history of this storied land! This book is a must for anyone who has been fortunate to walk this beautiful collection of courses. If you haven’t had the opportunity to visit this special place, this book may convince you to make the trek. Hotelling has compiled a book that tells
the stories of the legends who have competed on the Monterey Peninsula. These stories are enough to make any golf fan want to visit.

It is a great book that shows you in writing and pictures the wonderful history of the area. A beautiful picture book for the coffee table..

Great book and great price, you will not find it anywhere for this low of a price!
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